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2.3 Coverage Analysis
2.3.1 Area Division
I. Types of coverage area
The signal propagation models are applied in accordance with the propagation environments in areas of
different types. The signal propagation models decide the design principles, network structures, grade
of services and frequency reuse modes for the radio networks in coverage areas. In order to decide the
cell coverage area, you can the radio coverage areas into the following four types:
- Big city
- Middle-sized city
- Small town
- Countryside

Big city
- Dense population
- Developed economy
- Large traffic
- Dense high buildings and mansions distributed in center areas
- Flourishing shopping centers
Middle-sized city
- Relatively dense population
- Relatively developed economy
- Relatively large traffic
- Dense buildings distributed in center areas
- Active and promising shopping centers
Small town
- Relative large population
- Promising economic development
- Moderate traffic
- Relative dense buildings distributed in center areas
- A certain scale of shopping centers but with great potentiality
Countryside
- Scattered population
- Developing economy
- Low traffic

In addition, you must consider the coverage of the areas at the intersections and various transport
arteries, including:
- Express way
- National high way
- Provincial highway
- Railway
- Sea-route
- Roads in mountain areas
Generally, it is recommended to apply omni base stations in the countries plains and the areas with
restricted landforms. In big cities, middle-sized cities, and along expressways, it is recommended to
apply directional base stations.
II. Define the field strength at coverage area edges
When defining the field strength of the uplink edges of a service area, you must consider the factors:
Mobile station sensitivity -102 dBm
Fast fading protection 4 dB (3 dB for countryside)
Slow fading protection 8 dB (6 dB for countryside)
Noise (environmental noise and interfering noise) protection 5 dB
Remark:
- To ensure the indoor coverage in big and middle-sized cities, you can consider 15dB for the average
penetration loss between buildings and consider adding 5dB to the protection margin.
- Generally, the propagation loss of GSM 1800MHz signals is 8 dB greater than that of the GSM
900MHz signals in average.
- Radio links have two directions, namely, uplink direction and downlink direction, and the coverage area
is defined by the direction in which the signals are poor, so you must consider the uplink and downlink
balance. Therefore, if you intend to plan an ideal network, you must make a good power control budget
so that the uplink and downlink can be as balance as possible.

III. Define coverage probability
The definition of coverage probability varies with the coverage areas, and the coverage probability is
gradually improved along with the construction of the network.
Generally, a call must be ensured to access the network at 90% of the places and 99% of the time
within the coverage area.
- For the outdoor environment in big cities, the two ratios must be greater.
- For the areas in countryside, the two ratios can be lower.
- For transport arteries, different standards are applied, and the coverage probability can be defined in
accordance with the types of the arteries.
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Следующее Предыдущее

2.3.2 Radio Environment Survey
Through surveying radio propagation environments, you can get familiar with the overall landforms,
estimate the rough antenna height, and select the proper radio propagation model, among which the
radio propagation model helps you estimate the number of base station when predicting the coverage. If
necessary, you must adjust the propagation model.
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